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The Cornell Art Center is a focal point for
students, faculty and members of the
community who share an appreciation for the
visual arts. It contains classrooms where
students learn history, theory and studio
methods.
The Center also hosts an accredited museum.
This year exibits included; a selection of
american illustrations from the Charles E.
Woodsby Collection; Art of the Dowry: Women's
Crafts of the Sind Desert; Tom Peterson:
Recent Works; Ancient Art from Cyprus; Arthur
Gregorian Collection of Oriental Rugs; and
Everett Raymond Kinstler, Portraits,
Landscapes and Studies.
Rallis Quilt
Art of the Dowry: Women's Crafts of the Sin Desert
Horse with Sidesaddle
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Doking back at what previous editors have said when they have finished the task of creating a
^Vl yearbook, I've noticed a common feeling about the position of editor: it's a tough job, but an
#5 oyable experience and well worth the effort. This year was no exception. We, as a staff, have had
more than our share of deadline crises and problems to overcome, but we faced the challenges and had
fun doing it.
There are a few people I would like to especially thank: Grey Squires, for her help with organization, layout,
and efficient burning of the trash; John Flittner, for his invaluable help with photography (Don't worry John,
we'll find those missing negatives someday); Dan Richards, for his advice and notes of undying support; Darcy
Jackson, for her help with the various sections and ability to keep me from getting to unnerved over the small
problems; Ober Tyus, for his honest criticisism; and Jerry Gladstein, for his help and support.
In creating this year's Tomokan we have attempted to produce a lasting memory of Rollins during 1982-83 that may
be enjoyed for many years to come. We believe that we have succeeded and hope that you share in our enthusiasm.
Scott Roth
Editor

















Mariana Mullan, Lynne Alves
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:tably, the "all new" student government handled their nutcutting decisions with the
ruthlessness and bureaucratic savagery they demonstrated in their campaigns and
iives. After they decided that R.O.C. and John Langfitt would get their cash to go to the
ice in a while, the senators passions turned to alcohol. Some screamed that no student
jld be used to damage the tender livers of freshmen. Others protested the intrusive party
ally, alcohol was successfully thrown off the Senate floor and put back in the glasses of the
Senators.
tapered off after the tough decisions on WPRK and the library hours, but a new surge of enthusiasm
the Spring when the Senate tried to stay the state drinking age at 19 and keep the good spirits on
officers worked relatively hard and managed to keep their sanity by taking themselves too seriously and making
time for more pleasant things.
Jenny saw to it that Paul handled
the meetings with firm parliamen-
tary procedure while putting up
with this informal style when
things could get done easier with-
out "the book."
Anne somehow survived the stu-
dent center director's curse,
keeping a high energy level all the
way through, while never seeming
to burn out.
Brad handled the finance com-
mittee with inspired ruthlessness,
always posing the question, "How
will this benefit the students?"
Steve kept the $190,000 budget
well under control and in his spare
time enjoyed imported wines and
his girlfriend.
Paul's favorite activities included
touring the dorms, writing
speeches, and harrassing whoev-
er happened to be picking on the
students.
Christie and Amber put up with
the whole crew, and any credit
that might be given to this years




^j^\T It's been an exciting and hectic year for
the Student Center Board of Directors.
^ Chairman of the Board, Anne Kelley
(who's been known to take long vacations)
opens every meeting with the statement,
"I promise this will be a short meeting!",
to which everyone responds with a justi-
fied groan of disbelief. Dr. Greyson howev-
er, has found a way to make the meetings
short by arriving late and leaving early. A
normal meeting goes as follows:
Michele Krebs — Uh . . . at the Halloween
Dance somebody stole the bottles of
champagne, while I was dancing.
Sue Strickroot — U.C.F. told me not to
put up any concert posters out there, so I
went out there and did it anyway.
Fifi Max — I've tried calling Springfield
College for three weeks and nobody's
home!
Marina Nice— C'mon Anne, do you really
think that the author of the Preppy Han-
book, would be an appropriate lecturer?!?
Dedrick Owens — Sorry Anne ... I just
forgot all about the meeting last week!
Dr. Starling — (He never says much!)
Dave Lord — Could Yours Truly make a
suggestion?
John Wright — Now kids. We're all adults
here and I think we can handle our fi-
nances a little more responsibily!
Elena Silverstein Starson — You guys, I
really think Anne has a point!
Once again folks, Black Student
Union comes to you in black (and
white!). Throughout the year, our
group attempts to add a bit of col-
or to the cultural atmosphere of
Rollins. In case you were wonder-
ing, the Black Student Union is
open to the entire campus. All in-
dividuals are welcome. After all,
some of our best friends are
white!
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The Student Court, often
known as the Student Hearing
Board, is the judicial section
for the Student Association.
X
6
The Publication Union is the
body governing all the
publications at Rollins. It is
composed of the editors of R-
times, Brushing, the
Sandspur, and the Tomokan.
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The Rollins Sandspur, Flordia's
most notorious rag, was
established in 1884 with the
following banalities:
Posthumous yet lively, creative
yet insipid, fine-tuned and out-
of-focus yet as annoying and
superfluous as the name
implies, inept in battle and,
therefore, without peer, plain-
looking and insignifigant, all
these may be focused upon writ
to be among the unfortunate
qualities of the Sandspur.
The Environmental Conservation
Organization (ECO), is an education-
oriented body, dedicated to the
preservation of the integrity of our
national environment.
Annual activities include a campus-
wide energy conservation contest, an
instructive canoe trip down the
Wekiva River, and an extensive series
of lectures and discussions. Ongoing
activities include the Earth Day
Extraviganza, community paper drive,
and assistance to local environmental
groups in their undertakings.
On the corner of Chase and
Fairbanks sits the ECO house
(Mathews House) where a number of
members live in an atmosphere more
conducive to our cause. House
members manage an organic garden
in the back yard and are in the
process of converting the house from
the use of conventional electricity to
solar power.
6Brushing is the sole creative
medium for the individual at
Rollins to express himself or
herself in a magazine visually or
verbally. We appreciate the
generous amount of artistic
material we received this year
from the Rollins community. It was
this creative and imaginative input
that produced two quality issues
this year.
X
R-times is an annual student
publication containing the Rollins
calendar of events, Student Bill of
Rights, Student Association
Constitution, and other helpful
information.
4^ wm
The members of the Campus
Ministry Team provide spiritual
guidance for students of various
faiths. Through programs of
worship and study, the ministers
encourage moral and intellectual
growth in the Rollins
community.
The chapel Deacon work to plan
and carry out all chapel activities.
Their duties include participation
in worship services as ushers and
readers, supporting several foster



















The Rollins College Chapel Choir
is the largest permanent student
organization at Rollins. Along
with the 60 student members,
the choir also has Rollins'
faculty, staff, and alumni among
its membership. The choir is
directed by Alexander Anderson.
The choir performed works by
Haydn, commemorating the two
hundred and fiftieth anniversary
of his birth, and by Stravinsky,
celebrating the hundredth
anniversary of his birth. The
group also performed works by
Mozart and Beethoven, and, of
course, sung beautifully at the
Christmas Vespers service. The
choir members are awaiting
their summer tirp to Europe, on
which they will spend three
weeks touring and performing in
Britain and Scotland.
The community service
organization has been quite
different this year — Maybe it
had to do with the fact that
most of the club was in Europe
this fall — or maybe because
most of those in Europe were
also the officers. We got a great
bunch of freshmen who pitched
in when it came time to trick or
treat with the faculty's children.
Somehow we managed to clean
up the French House after our
party . . . It's too bad we had all
that wine & cheese "left over."
Conventions? And who said that
we can't write songs!
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During the week before fall
classes begin, freshmen and
transfer students have the
opportunity to "make
themselves at home" at Rollins.
These students involved try to
make new students feel at
home in their new environment
as well as enjoy their new home
and school.
Fine Arts House has talent
(they show it)
And they want all the campus
to know it
They're dancers and drummers
Some singers (some hummers)
And artists and actors and
poets.
Some live in Rex Beach,
this is true
Some in Pinehurst, Elizabeth,
too.
All students are invited
(No one is slighted)
From off campus
There's even a few.
A few times a year they perform
And they'll soon
take the arts world by storm
(Watch them and see)
We're sure you'll agree
Fine arts is more than a dorm.
The Newman Club is for the
Catholic students of Rollins
College. Its purpose is to bring
together those students to form
a united Catholic atmosphere.
A-
Vi
Pinehurst members work to
involve students in the current
events surrounding Rollins and
the world. Their programs




The International Club is a
group of students interested in
promoting understanding of
different cultures. This group
sponsors a series of events and
activities throughout the year
including dances, movies,
lectures, exhibitions, and
cultural exchange activities. In
the past, the club has
sponsored International Day for
the entire campus. This has
been a day of exhibitions and
culinary art from many different
lands.
The Jewish Student League is
Rollins' Hillel organization. This
organization attempts to provide
various cultural and educational
activities for the entire Rollins
community. In the past it has
celebrated Israel's
Independence Day and provided
cultural films, concerts, dances
and bagel Brunches. In addition,
it has celebrated Passover and
Chanukah with the community.
58
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Each fall, Rollins students
participate in overseas programs
of study in Ireland. These
enjoyable opportunities for
travel provide the chance for
many students to broaden their
education away from the Rollins
campus.
%
Each fall, Rollins students
participate in overseas programs
of study in Australia. These
enjoyable opportunities for
travel provide the chance for
many students to broaden their
education off of the Rollins
campus.
R.O.C.: A coed organization dedicated to the outdoors.
Surf club: Nice take off and dive Randy.
Wakiva overnight canoe trip, (alias survival trip): 27 miles
of freezing, monster bread, Indian mounds, and "mud."
Ichetucknee tubing trip: "When the going gets weird, the
weird turn pro." Nice one Drac.
Cumberland Island: Carnegie Mansions, Son of Hermit,
Grandson of Hermit, Wild Mustangs on the beach.
Strange sounds in the woods. Great weather predictions
John. Stay off the dunes ECO Joe.
Dive Club: Troy Springs was only 3V2
hours away this year. Dave — shoot
any flares off lately? Godfather's in
Gainesville is still losing money on
their salad bar, I wonder why?
Shell Island: A corporate R.O.C.,
ECO, and B.S.U. teaching endeavor
for upward bound students. Ten gar-
bage bags!
I Surf Club trips: Killer waves and intense
tubes man.
White water canoe trip: Sliding rock,
devil's courthouse rock climb, Cha-
tooga white water run, Deliverance
revisited, Home cooked meals at Dil-
lard house, Daffy blows beads.
Outdoor Games: With pigs and goebels
win.
R.O.C. House: Here now and here to stay!
I "nice wall!"
The following are the minutes of a
typical Rollins Player's meeting re-
printed for your entertainment.
Quiet please Linda! Anita, stop
laughing, just wait till Dallas Theatre
Center finds out who you really are!
Hey "Skinny" where's your old
lady? So, Nasti Gasti, I hear you've
joined the Disease of the Month
Club! And Debbie, we don't care how
many back walk-overs you have to
do. Morgan — go play with someone
your own age. And Laura, go buy a
house (of blue leaves). Oh Tarnow, If
you could talk, what would you say?
Rockie phone home. Some cham-
pagne Karin?
Or a dance with the bride? Can you
please turn down the "Babs," Mr.
"George and Ira" Kavanaugh! Ex-
cuse me Raggedy Sandy, but
where's Andy? JacQUI, our resident
J. A. P., has just sewn another actor
to the grand drape! Grant, still a gi-
ant in the bedroom closet? Oh John
N., where's my other painted drop?
No, Caro, I have no cheesburgers or
grape sodas, besides, that doesn't
befit a deb. Does anyone know if
Jackie Lee Witt the fourth is audi-
tioning for "Brodie?" I know she'll
"whip it." I hear you give good ear,
Pat. And I hear you're living in Pine-
hurst Miss gradstud Cidley! Peter:
why? Oh go away ya hoozier!
"Here's the thing," Carolyn, have
some chiffon! Now everyone shut
up, your president knows what she's
doing because she's in a sorority!
Theta Alpha Phi: Or are we?
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The Rollins Resident Aides
provide leadership in each of
the dorms living units as
counselors and social leaders.
The RA's keep students
informed of the latest campus
activities and serve as examples
of the responsible student.
<5»
The Head Residents of each
dorm work to make sure that
residence hall life meets the
needs of the students. By
serving as dorm co-ordinators,
these students promote
communication between their




Association of Students in
Economics and Business
Management, has successfully
survived its first year at Rollins.
The highlights reflect the true
benefits of the organization:
— Two foreign trainees now
working in Orlando.
— Two Rollins students
planning on working for one
year in Sweden and Latin
America. "Hey Tom, meet you
in Kentucky, 1984! Brian."
— Road trips to Baton Rouge
and Nashville. "We wrote the
book on sleepless weekends."
— Reception event with
EPCOT's World Fellowship
Showcase students (80% of
those supplied by AISEC).
— New Years in Detroit,
Michigan: August in Sterling
Forest New York.
— And the countless situations
in which AIESEC members have
been exposed to practical
business experiences.
aworld of business experiencewithAIESEC
We can send you to




See your campus AIESEC
representative.
if
The Pub has maintained for yet
another semester, rendering
quality service to those who
frequent the establishment.
Special thanks to Mary who
kept us for hours while looking
for things for us to clean and to
check although we're not sure
why. We would also like to
especially recognize: John H. —
who lives there; Pat — for his
million dollar questions; Steve
— alias Luigi; Dave G. — who's
full of bull doo-doo; Kelly —
because she loves the drinks
window; Robin — for V. stories
and the t's; Becky — for her
ghetto blaster; and the rest of
the staff for their patience and





Leaders of the student
organizations comprise the
Sullivan Board. It functions to
advise the Campus Ministers
and Sullivan House with ideas
and needs of the Campus
community. The Board acts as
mediator between
administration and students. It
is a sounding board to eleviate
pressures.
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The English Club was
established to promote literary
awareness on the Rollins
campus. Academic in its
interests, but social in its
orientation, the English Club
seeks to generate and maintain
interaction among English





student and faculty readings,
and the annual English
Department picnic.
The Philosophy and Religion
Club was organized to provide
an opportunity for persons
interested in these subjects to
participate in extracurricular
investigation of them. The club
sponsors speakers, discussions
and also presents papers.
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The following personel are
involved in WPRK: Jim Bowden,
Jim Ramsey, Rick Campbell, Bill
Wood, Becky Stemmer, Geoff
Macover, Cynthia Darrach,
Melinda Blankenburg, Paul
Smergal, Jane Stoner, Dave
Breenburg, David Harrah, and
Janice Griffith; faculty
administrators — Dr. Charles
Rodgers, Dr. Ward Woodbury,
Dr. Susan Lachman, Dr. David
Currie, Dr. Sylvia Reynolds and
Mr. Ober Tyus; community
citizens — Sue Trecasse, Al
Simmons, Dorothy Houk, Louis
Fink, Charles Davis and Bernard
Guzinski.
The ACT provides peer
counciling to support the faculty
program. Through the examples
set by ACT members, students
can gain insight as to what






Alpha Phi — Goody Two Shoes?! Don't drink, Don't smoke, What do you do?!
DEBBIE competed with K.C. for sleeping the most hours during a semester. Must be those late
nights with Zang, huh DEB? Speaking of K.C, CFPM or what? Woh Can It Be Now? CATHY finally
got off the phone and into the chapel with PAT for a guest spot on the"Newlywed Game".
Meanwhile FOOTPRINTS is playing the "Dating Game", tired of ending up in STICKY situations. But
didn't it Hurt So Good? BJQ came out of the closet and even though TIGER LADY was too tired, she
managed to achieve HELLBABE status. ANGITIQUE went to Hollywood as Mrs. Cleavage, but still kept
residency at TKE. Hey RIA, why do you laugh all the time? Must be the stuff you cut in lab. KIMI, President of
BMFC at Rollins, tried to recruit members earlier this year. Looks like Eloise became the Vice-President.
HELEN maintains standards by sleeping on Crawford's floor. ("Bite that muscle!") And VAL, how's Fred in bed,
I bet Barbie's jealous!! DANA while fighting world hunger managed to be the best PT at Rollins, and JUDY still
tried to get over JD, pretty hard though huh, Judy? TERZAH, don't come home at 7 a.m. with tousled hair, use
some discretion and comb it first, O.K.? Hey LOUISE, did GW measure up to those pictures in the bathroom?
Her little sister, LYNN was busy measuring depth this year. Headrush or what? By the way KIM, I know his
name starts with a K, but is it Kent or Kevin? Sue T. is still trying to see how many beers her mug can hold, but
there doesn't seem to be a bottom. And LORELIE are you still into DAVID'S Cookies? Oops, wrong David!
LYNNE continues to serve as well off the court as on, I thought you and BR were just good friends? And
MELANIE how do those ice teas help your study habits? TAMI held on to sixteen as long as he could, but was
she ever sweet sixteen? Hey JENNIFER Q., we hear you like playing with those tennis guys, but they aren't into
Love? Maybe JENNIFER R. serves better? ANNIE was blinded by a Sig Ep and it took a KA to help her see the
light. Was there a BEER in the fridge? DALE (B.B. Jr.) is probably borrowing GREY'S room again, are you really
a red head? Only her hairdresser knows for sure!! And SNOW WHITE, don't let the wicked witch of the closet
feed you any rotten apples. SLEEPING BEAUTY, meanwhile, awaits her prince charming. Earth to CAROLINA,
is it those soccer players that put you on a cloud?! And LAURIE, next pledge Saturday, bring your own shoes.
And JENNY L. our hardest-working officer what's cooking with those G-MEN??!!
And to our seniors, don't forget, soon you'll be singing, 'We are the alumni, we make
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Quick! Lock the door! What's the scoop? . .
.
Cain— Lost her sanity fall term keeping tabs on Chi-0 and Alfred. Nirania— Do you know the way to San JOSE?
Laura — Thanks for getting married; more guys for us. Leesa — Have you had your PHIL of Steven? Harriet —
Resident fashion queen and artist. Na— How 'bout that candlelight? Friffy— Always blowing your own HORN. Muffett
— She's making her MARK in the world at Disney. Smartie— R.A. First floor Ward; Ultimate Raisin. Yvette — Our foxy
Texan in her swinging single. Scherar— Cambridge Diet pusher. Beth C. Loves those early morn visits from the garbage man.
Abby — Death to Ruffles for the good of the order. Ginger— Is GALLO wine the best? Holl — Next time, INSIDE the door.
Kathleen— Loving cups and a new love. Darryl— A champagne toast on the balcony to MICHAEL. Siller— Do you always swim by
the tennis courts? Spunky— Have you put your shades away forever? Karin— Speak up cutie, we can't hear you. V.A.— Ray Bans
and Hat; where are they at? Boo-Boo—Wallingford, Wally, Trip — Get a Grip! Nancy B.— Please get your own answering service. Jackie
— Do you get a lot of GUEST passes at Nautilus? Barrie — Loves those Lambda-Chis at Stetson and F.S.U. Tuffy — Green eyes got
STORMIN' at Ken's Bar and Grill. Lynn— Please row over to the Chi-0 house sometime. Lisa 0.— Chi-Omega's own angel. Debbie P.—
Angel number two, and brilliant too. Q.— She's gotten RICH this year. Tracy and Debbie— Social Chairmen for the Phi-Delt Fraternity.
Suzie R. — Are you a Chi-0 or a Sig-Ep? Shari — Did you falter over Walter? Cannon — The munster was doomed after Fruit-of-the-
Loom. Kettler— Getting all greased up for a tall TEXan. Pam— The wedding bells toll for thee. Miss Krist— Do you play your tom-toms
ALDAY and all night? Sue S.— While the boy's down under, you're on the bathroom floor. Maria— Why are you and DONNY always in
lab? Beth A.— Always bugging around with her cute beau. Jenni— Is your ship a' sailing? Nancy— A real swinger, on the course and off.
TO THE BEST PLEDGE CLASS — YOU GOTTA LOVE IT!!!!!!!!!!! A special note to our seniors: we'll miss you all lots, but remember . .
.
throughout the years, Chi Omega reigns SUPREME
1. Lynne Bovay, 2. Harriet Rodgers, 3. Laura
Coltrane, 4. Kathleen McKay, 5. Wendy Beer-
bower, 6. Suzanne Patterson, 7. Darryl Hunter,
8. Peggy Edginton, 9. Freddie Wells, 10. Kris
Silar, 11. Diane Sawyer, 12. Lisa Oetyin, 13. Beth
D'Albora, 14. Muffet Baker, 15. Lisa Smart, 16.
Sandy Palmer, 17. Carla Beasley, 18. Jennifer
Silar, 19. Sue Bremer, 20. Sue Culbreath, 21.
Laura Wasowicz, 20. Tracy Walker, 23. Pam
Johnson, 24. Karin DeVenuta, 28. Melissa Cris-
tello, 29. Karrie Scherer, 30. Marion Farrar, 31.
Be|h Cheney, 32. Sarah Connolly, 33. Marsha
Ballard, 34. Sue Bell, 35. Abby Andrews, 36.
Janie Waltrip, 37. Virginia Averette, 38. Debbie
Packer, 39. Virginia Fredrick, 40. Susan Boyd,
41. Maria Cannon, 42. Shelly Sher, 43. Sheri
Rosewater, 44. Jenny Palmer, 45. Susie Rettew,
46. Maryann Moriarity, 47. Leesa Pascale, 48.
Trish Coomes, 49, Lia Baker, 50. Jackie Peebles,
51. Nancy Brown, 52. Sara Kettler, 53. Sheena
Goldbatt, 54. Ginger Jackson, 55. Kristi Nowell,
56. Susan Snyder, 57. Maria Quinines, 58. Tracy
Hollinger, 59. Karen Hollinger, 60. Randi Green-
berg, 61. Jennifer Fisher, 62. Tryna Nicholson,
63. Scotty Roof, 64. Lisa Lambert, 65. Beth Al-
len, 66. Barrie Houston
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4? Picture this: 70 wrinkly women reunited for their chapter's centennial at Rollins CollegeDr. Brown is here with her face lifting gear (thank God). Nurse Madge is spacy, but her love life's still racy. Pebble
Beach Pam now uses a cart, walking the course is too hard on her heart. Cassie arrives with her new diet plan,
wearing blue and green to catch that geriatric man. We guess that Kelly's still with Adam, in 50 years we haven't had a
look at him. First Lady Barbie and her Malibu Ken have been spending at Bergdorf's on our tax dollars again. Ph.D. CVB
arrives with Chris on her bike, since she told TD to take a hike. Cindi Miller we hear is still in the-at-rics, but instead of X-
rated it's Norwegian geriatrics. Polly and Popp came in a 'hobblin', after 50 years they're still at Rollins. Rely on Alicia, what a
groovy chick! It didn't take art to make her eccentric. Ex-President Kim walks into the party. Her foreign affairs haven't kept her
from Marty. Archerd Ann is back in the yellow kitchen. She's no longer house manager, but she's still bitchin'. Kare lives in Australia
— will we see her again? We hear she was kidnapped by Aussie men. Live from New York Tally's name is still in lights. 50 years of
childbirth have made her quite a sight. Willis Designs are on all of our bods. The clothes look great even though we're all blobs. Of course,
Grand Boo-Bah Kay has a firm position. After 50 years she never married the physician. It's pizza for which Robin still cares, but at 70 it's
hard to roll down the stairs. Sailor Surpee arrives after 50 years at sea, fashionably late in her Izod nigh-tie. AIESEC was once Dutter's
intense sensation, now it's the Intellectual Space Cadet Corporation. Twyman's still as crazy as can be. She still prefers to sleep in trees.
Alison has settled for Todd because none of the Japanese men had his bod. E.F. Harlan finally passed her CPA. She came back to Rollins
to see if the rules are obeyed. Avery and David walk in with a tan. They can't do it without a fan. KA Patti comes rush-ing in — Happy Hour
at Albertson's is where she's been. Krulewltch is absent, she's missed her plane. Obviously things are still the samelCarolyn and John are
together at last. All of her wild crushes are now in the past. Nancy Godiva comes prant-zing in. Saddling horses has been her biggest sin.
Lois Lalos flys in from space. She's finally caught up with her Superman's pace. Pami and Todd have started their own soap. By now he
has the name right, so at least there's hope? Betty D. is now an Admiral's wife. When she's not out at sea, the Honda's her life. Diane S.
now edits Teen Beat. She still thinks that boys are "ooh so neeat"! Pam Weiss went for a dip because page 20 was too much of a trip.
Jeanne's still in fashion, oh what a plus. Being SP II, she's always made a fuss. Laurie S. has founded a cult to worship KAs, her incredible
hulks. Trish B. now will only be seen wearin the latest designs by Great Dane Jeans. Jeanne Mapel arrived from Suburbia Land. She thinks
events at Theta are SIMPLY grand. Pippa B. is on the run, despite Bob being double fun. Chris Berry has descended from Mt. Olympus.
How nice after 50 years for you to come and visit us! We all remember fashion designer Kit— anyone with 6 dates has to be a hit. Emily
G. still loves her Vas, but TGIF PDAs are so crass! At 70 our Inkspot has faded on the courts. Tennis is no longer her #1 sport. Brenda still
hangs out at Goodlife's looking for older men. She doesn't care if they're 1 10. Lisa has kept a Low profile — even with dentures she can
still smile. 50 years ago she was wholesome Jan, but now she met the toothpick man. A toast to our pledges, we're glad you're all here!
Now we're all together, so we'll do our Theta cheer . . . ?
^ (Z\ ^\(\
1. Julie Twyman 2. Barbie Eshana 3. Mary Russo
4. Dede Krulewitch 5. Alicia Leatherberry 6.
Emily Goss 7. Carolyn Van Bergen 8. Pam Weiss
9. Trish Bruno 10. Susie Welsh 11. Christie Dut-
ter 12. Ashly Grant 13. Dana Peterson 14. Inky
Olson 15. Kit Wigdale 16 Laurie Sinclair 17. Patti
Cazzato 18. Martha Wood 19. Chris Brown 20.
Dede Seay 21. Debbie Harding 22. Anne Archerd
23. Lauren Carvens 24. Julie Willis 25. Emily
O'Leary 26. Stephanie Grant 27. Kay Freeman
28. Susan Hynson 30. Kathy Kineke 31. Dawn
Bolding 32. Jan Clampitt 33. Janis Hircshfeld
34. Brenda Tamburo 35. Mimi McNamara 36.
Diane Stevens 37. Erin Andrews 38. Greta Con-
over 39. Pam Darmstadt 40. Pippa Boyd 41. Cin-
dy Miller 42. Carolyn Cornell 43. Cynthia
Schwartz 44. Betty Davis 45. Kim Roman 46.
Pami Hadden 47. Kelly Iverson 48. Natalie Bu-
chanan 49. Madge Jackson 50. Tonya Lalos 51.
Jeanne Smith 52. Sarah Staiger
7
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Raybans and lawn chairs; we're keeping the Kappa tradition, but since last years seniors
we've had a few more additions. Casey, our prez., the date is set for June, so she says.
Where are you going on your honeymoon — E.T.'s room? Pegatron, is J.C. moving up on the
SOFT list? I guess there's nothing we've missed. P.S. You've only got six hours. Hend's got eyes
for all the Chi-Psis. From looking she will not stop until she finds that one perfect jock. Hewitt,
businessmen? Are you trying out the MRS degree again. Vanessa, what do you really do with all those
carrots? "Can I've a bite?" Jeanne, Jeanne the sex machine, may seem cold as ice, but she really warms
up to all the geise. Busch, your SAINT cycled back faster than hell, Could it be the wedding bell? Jo, once in
a blue moon your warden lets you go, and you get wild and party— but then you always call Arty. Genovese,
you're not normal — you're always drunk when you ask guys to the formal. Smurf— does your big "0" not
come enough this year? Margaret, your TREAT was really sweet, but with PAT you can't hold back. Diana,
from marriage you shy — could it be you're looking for another guy? Lillian, is it right that you still wear white?
Morcott, Hughes it going with Jackson and Weaver? Gail, is still a Mr. Ed favorite and a KA fan, but was the K.A.
really stand for? Stacy does EVAN make it seem like heaven? Ashlie requires no toddy, 'cuz all the boys desire
her body. C.J. has your heart been SWINDLED to New York. R.A. Linda — "she's in my unit." Wattley is there
going to be more than just being sisters in the bond? Zuanich, did Rolf leave you unsatisfied ... we know
otherwise. Alexis, have you been Missin because of Clinton. Kris no longer needs her glasses, 'cause she's so
close to Jim Vlassis. Barb, we know that being pre-med is harder to be done than said. Ruth, we know that
soon you're going to let it go. Tammy when do you let go? When you do, will you let us all know? Lynn, what's
in St. Augustine? Kristi and M.B. What a pair . . . have you begun to share? Smooth sailing. Sue P., there must
be more to Phil than what you let us see. Anne where's your man . . . Boston? Kelly, is it because of Charlie
Brown that you're never around? Mr. McTeir why aren't you ever here? Lizzy Bleke are shots not your style,
since they kept you in the bathroom for quite awhile? Mols, are you dreaming about KA halls? Shipman, all
night and all day, you and KEN always play! Jennifer and Maura, how bout those party permits? Justine, the
jazzercise queen. Max, keep your clothes on next time you're drinking wine. Julie is staying slim the West
Indies doctor's prescription! Karen and Lisa have something in common, but whose pear tree is the PAR-
TRIDGE in? Kim, Rick does the trick but what about that night with Mike. Last but not least our pledge class
who are the best from all the rest. And here's a toast to all of you who support us in all we do . . . Chuck, Laura
Brown, and all our alums. Remember, remember: GIVE US WHISKEY, GIN, OR RYE, WE'LL BE KAPPAS TILL WE
DIE!!
P.S. IT REALLY DOES MATTER.
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1. Lynne Keogh 2. Justine Deming 3. Becky Dis-
tat 4. Beth Rabenowitz 5. Denise Dorsey 6. Julie
Larson 7. Jennifer Shaw 8. Lilian Fanjul 9. Vivi
Cochrane 10. Sharon McElwee 11. Fifi Max 12.
Margaret Salmon 13. Mary Mead 14. Vanessa
Shaw 15. Carol Henderson 16. Peggy Poulin 17.
Lisa Boudraeu 18. Kelly Davidson 19. Karen Par-
tridge 20. Diana Chrissis 21. Sue Padian 22. Gail
Mansolillo 23. Pam Wattley 24. Molly Calvert 25.
Fraser Norwood 26. Mimi Hartzell 27. Shelby
Shipman 28. Maura Wray 29. Tammy Duggar
30. Kim Bistrian 31. Carolyn Bondurant 32. Cin-
dy Jennings 33. Sarah Stout 34. Dana Myer 35.
Elizabeth Bleke 36. Beth Jones 37. Laurin Mat-
thews 38. Kristen Marko 39. Heidi Schmidt 40.
Ashlie Coffie 41. Debbie Hewitt 42. Alexis Payn
43. Tori Mutch 44. Linda Harper 45. Alex Pea-
body 46. Elizabeth Sanborn 47. Barbara Hewitt
48. Tracy Kuller 49. Jeanne Senne 50. Casey
Harding 51. Debbie Morcott 52. Karen Hanson














^^^^^ NCM — (eN cEE eM), Non Compis Mentis. 1 . not of sound mind 2. a group of girls who like to go for it 3.
HELLBABES
^^^^^r Once again we amazed the campus, faculty and administration by making it through the year with FLYING colors.
We love living in the mansion and our esteemed neighbors the CLUBBERS help keep us safe from all the weirdos
(transvestites, security, etc.) wandering around campus.
Where to begin? With our beloved President of course. Tracey really set an example this year by constant studying only to
take weekend breaks with Buddy's visiting friend and once to feed the cats. Also occupying a prime position on the first floor is
Karen D. who spent too much time working on plays and not enough time playing. Moving up one floor let's try knocking on
Terry's door but don't be surprised if she doesn't SPRING up to answer. Across the hall is Laura B., when she's not playing SIMON
Says she's using her counselor aibilities to try and keep the campers under control. Speaking of campers, a nightly bed check might
reveal an extra SHADE in Stacey's room while Lisa has been too Jolly to even bother coming home. And Jennifer, how many times
have you really been to Ft. Lauderdale with Marci — next time take your drums with you. Marci's been busy with her accounting,
she's already a good BILL collector. Poor Pixie has got a terminal case of computeritis, although she found time to go to the PARK a
couple times. Rhonda spent at least one weekend discovering that single beds are much more fun once you get everyone
rearranged. Speaking of arrangements, Melissa's cruising seemed to end with much BRUISING, although we were all suspicious
about what was going to happen at the bar at Bailey's. By the way Laurie, is it Tim or Pete? Will we ever find out whether diamonds
are forever? Lisa VT will get by without too much hassle this year— you'll be sadly missed. Of course we'll miss Karen also, but the
business partnership should keep you around. The real question is how long Raycliff can hold out . . . We'll have Dawn around for
another year to paint the building. Will Santiano help you in your endevours, or is it going to be enough to have Jim locked in your
room? Kyle, on the other hand is having to lock them OUT of her room. Somehow we know you'll come out on top in the end. Lori
will have other decisions to make. Are XTC pills enough to reselve ethical dilemmas? When you've tried everything else, where do
Danny, Michael, and Alden fit together? Wendy spent another year working on her KA crushes, having not been able to keep Doug
from passing himself around. Robin had a bout with independance, she was PHILIed with indecision but now she's left wondering
what really MARRers. Kathy seems to have decided what is important, but is married life as good as married men? Lizz, on the
other hand, is married to her literacy . . . are you always settling into bed with a good book? Even Blair seems to Make it out from
time to time, but goodness sure makes you a silly drunk. Speaking of going out, Caroline do you ever make it out? And will we ever
find out how you REALLY got that black eye in New York? Of course there are things about Shauna we may never find out, or will it
finally DON on us? Cecilia's been hiding in a DOUG out because of those loud crickets outside her window. And of course we'll give a
special mention to all our hoovers in Ireland and Australia— it's great to have you back. And to all you pledges . . . it's up to you to
keep the NCM tradition alive, and we have no doubt that you'll suceed . . . GO FOR IT!
Special Thanks: Bailey's, the Monday Night Club, Carol Anne, Johnny Diamond, Campers, Cris Fontz, XTC, Jane Fonda, All my
Babies, the X-Club, pledges, the return of the flag, and most of all, K.C.
Special no Thanks: Campers at 3 a.m., the third floor bathroom, and D.M.

Diane— Go for the money . . . Cheryl Tiegs . . Nancy K. — Who? Karen— Nice Six Footer!! Tammy— TKE
teaser ... It isn't very easy Green Seahorse Award Amy— You don't discriminate . . . Croissant Envy . . . Robin
S. — A. A. . . . Fred Who? . . . Rita . . . Gigi — Headless Minny . . . The Question is ... He MUKES me. Rhina —
Immaculate Conception . . . Jani— Hey Blondie . . . get a clue . . . M.B.— You're so tiny . . . Holden on . . . Robin B.—
Brooming down transvestites . . . Who's on the roof? Hootton— We're so glad you've not . . . Pizza . . . Melissa— Laugh
much . . Beers Cheers . . . Sandy— What can we say? Kate— aire Suzanne— A blond Snow White? Theresa— Mrs. Paul
Crew Suzi W. — What are you going to break next? Nancy C. — Smiley Gigi — Dance the night away Katia — Got any
chocolate ? Fabienne— Claudio was a rosie pick-up! Margaret— Tampa transfer lover Sarag— Nice extended summer vacation
Liliana — Love those Haunted Houses Joni — You dropped a bomb on us!
Pledges — We love you ... RAISE HELL!!!!!!
Thanks — Jim, HBO, Happy Hour, 2nd floor. Pool on Pledge Saturday No Thanks — Transvestite, Physical Plant, Phi Delts
1. Kate Laire 2. Fabienne Heraux 3. Molly Han-
cock 4. Kaati Parker 5. Jennifer Gore 6. Sandy
Brown 7. Sue Marion 8. Colleen Nagy 9. Karen
Goldfus 10. Rhina Jaar 11. Nancy Cotton 12.
Gigi Meehan 13. Debbie Davison 14. Datia Aus-
tin 15. Anna Greene 16. Amy Baribault 17. Diane
Brophy 18. Mylene Bateman 19. Cindy Viapiano
20. Jo Ann Gratz 21. Kathy Doll 22. Sandy Rose-
viar 23. Robin Bradford 24. Robin Shaffer 25.
Theresa Bender 26. Joni Moore 27. Nancy Kroft
28. Jill Hollingsworth 29. Karen Murphy 30.
Kate DiCamillo 31. Donna Wooton 32. Jackie
Haase
It hardly seems a year has gone by since my last return, nevertheless it was once again time to make my visit to
-^^^k^^^' the House.
\ Y No one ever thought the master could've been clipped, but after the dreaded call from Gainesville we all knew he
was whipped.
r We never thought the Waddles would become soft. After 5 years of fishing, baseball and hardness he can still always
secure P.P. in his loft.
Who can ever forget Chumley as a striptease star the night of P.M. when he fell off the bar.
We all knew Marbles as the king of the dance floor; its too bad he couldn't take F.H. in the back door.
With girl in pocket give Jeff a case and he goes off like a rocket.
Otter couldn't get a Rollins girl in his bed so he packed his bags and went off to Hilton Head
Here's to Rick, Chi Psi true and blue; America's finest sportsman: jogginh, boating and camping. There's nothing he won't do.
Maus was known as the "masked Mutant" in the jello ring. But is better known for his good thing.
Hugo came back this summer looking like a clunck and somehow he found someone to share his bunk.
To Max every girl was his dream, as long as he could use his can of whipped cream.
We all thought Fred's love life was dead until that classic night in Digger's bed.
Kenny kept in shape with his daily jog. Now he gets his exercise with a weekly hog.
We all thought that the rockhead was in control and never rude until he put 5 stiches in the head of Jude.
Everyone is always climbing out on the roof to have a look to see if Cruiser is with granny, Tracey, or a book.
The hidden wonders of Charles will never cease. After Gators and booze, he and B. will always end up making peace.
Darrow came back this year even more snide. But at the P.M. party he lost all his pride.
It took until before Turkeyday for Bruce to become tall when after the triangle party he needed someone to spike his volleyball
Coach likes to drink and lost it in the trash especially when things go wrong with red woman and Ash.
Tier went to Church St. with Judy, his rose only to return home alone to expose.
Menyhart was known as the human trunk. If you bang on his door you know B. is in his bunk.
About Keith's hair one should never rave especially since he spent most of the term training his pet to go New Wave.
The Chrome Dome was a quiet guy as all could see until he curled his hair and busted out with the gross brother's three.
When Dave hears those famous moans and groans he knows E-Man is in his room bouncing on some bones.
About Glenski's B-ball game nobody should ever quibble but argue a serious point with him and he's guaranteed to Sybil.
Rookie has never been known to be too complex; he takes pride in his books instead of good sex.
Digger's basketball game is far from dead. It is his weekend nights that are always spent in someone elses bed.
Watkins at the house never leaves anything unsaid. But he always has a place reserved for him off-campus in his wife's bed.
Squid is so different and his integrity is never left alone. Everybody keeps asking him to Phone Home.
As I reached the end of my journey I look at the future faces to whom one can only say: If you ain't a Chi Psi you ain't s t!!
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1. Jeff Bush 2. Keith Arnold 3. Dimitri Lalos 4.
Tom Wilson 5. Tony Mastrangelo 6. Steve Kraut
7. John Cohenour 8. Todd Wishart 9. Mike Men-
yhart 10. Ryan Flanigan 11. Ted Brovitz 12.
Bruce Bryde 13. Brad Max 14. Mike Lindley 15.
Mark La Fontaine 16. Mark Eckert 17. Steve
Altier 18. Pat Harrington 19. Jim Farrow 20. Ken
Ferriter 21. Scott Kinney 22. John Hobbs 23.
Steve Samaha 24. Kurt Kempster 25. Steve
Langsenkamp 26. Andy Kowalski 27. Chuck
Topp 28. Glenn Stambaugh 29. Darrow Fontera
30. Don Vintilla 31. Mike Tyson 32. Bill Gordon
33. Brian Ceasar 34. James Schoek 35. Ted
Strickland
{ The boys of old K.A. have battled through yet another year of dames, damage, and drunkeness. The mansion,standing closer to the sunny southern shores of Lake Virginia, is returning to the days of Gong Shows, room
parties, and ALZO. The Seniors have weathered house changes, persecutions, slanderous tales, and scandals to
maintain that strong K.A. tradition (and prime housing — thanks Barry). Ladies first — Geoff Paul, direct from
Hollywood, has just starred in his first big picture, "The Last Rollins Virgin." Mike Cassidy lives by four letter— N, C, M, and
X. Eric Schott has been fine — NANCing in Tampa, but here in Winter Park he has been seen with jelly on his face. Todd
Payne, after exhausting ail the sorority houses, has become quite the DARYL-licked. Todd "Vinnie" Demario, the ELLIEquent
Italian, pushed Luther's HANLEY-Davidson into the lake. Fred Weaver returned from the Rape Crisis Center after an ambush by the
mystery woman. Big T, Coon, resident water skier, has improved in parting STICKY water. Drew Hill is forever reFERing to rythmic
motions. Big Bob Jackson the resident ORGAN grinder, has given recitals campus-wide. Dave "Mom" Goggin has many warm buns in the
oven with a two week turnover. Now as we leave the mansion in the hands of morons, we must at least make an attempt to acknowledge
the following— Wes "Swampitch" Ball, Pete "PupTent" Carlton, Tom "Brewer" Hauske, Tom "Maddog" Minter, Scoots— enough said,
Rikus "No Problem" Vanderlee, Craig "Wee-Wee" Briggs, Bob "MADGEning" Hughes, Evan "More than Cindy?" Bernstein, Big Head Ed
Lutz, Steve "Chicken Choker" Donaldson, Lester "The Molestor" Joseph, Chris "Beaver" Bailson, Brad "Super Susy" Gray, Dave
"Dogface" Boozer, Diego "Can I Borrow Your Girlfriend" Garcia, Brian "Stouch" Talgo, Mark "BooBear" Meyersfield, Unit "U-Haul"
Douglas, Ted "Body Beautiful" Williams, Dag "Pocket Pool" Pierson, James "Fascist" Frakelton, Sam "Headbutt" Spade, Ron "I'm Sick"
Presswood, Pat "President" McNeil.
P.S. Long Live Daytona, Schwillers, Shredding, Boxers, T.M., Cassa G's, the Diner, The Shades, Jelly-vision, Lotteries, and of course MAD
DOG. And remember, NO FAT CHICKS!!
1. Eric Schott 2. Steve Coon 3. David Goggin 4.
Bob Jackson 5. Andrew Hill 6. Scott Montgom-
ery 7. Chris Baylinson 8. Pat McNeil 9. Todd
"Vinney" DeMairo 10. David Bowser 11. Fred
Weaver 12. Diego Garcia 13. Mark Meyersfield
14. Sam Smith 15. Wes Ball 16. Tom Hauske 17.
Craig Brigga 18. Pag Pearson 19. Tom Minter
20. Bob Hughes 21. Steve Coon 22. Mark Ed-
wards 23. Bob Cook 24. Chris Cutller 25. Mike
Longnecker 26. Joe Grant 27. Doug Davis 28.
Tom Sharp 29. James Hanlon 30. Mike Ran-
dazzo 31. Dan Silvestri 32. Oscar Williams III 33.
Scott Williams 34. Andy Floyd 35. Savario
Flemma 36. Toby 37. Luther and Vinney's Am-
phibious Golfcart
Phil — Franzen knows where your truck is, Hey Scadooch — "Are you thinkin' about it?", Clinton — Did you
know there's a small difference between Payne and passion ? , Wiles— the list speaks for itself, Buddy!, Winks and
Jody Simmons:, Dancin' Bear is still looking for goldie locks., Purvis — It's been a LONG time, hasn't it?, Ed
Campbell and the maid? . . . But only on the off weekends., Tom D., your sister called again ... or was it Joni? Eddys'
relationships last about as long as his fish. Bert — "The prick in your ear isn't the only thing that's been infected", Dud
Moth — Where's your pass key? Squire — whatever you say, Zucky equals the total land mass of Texas. Rev. Rich Ray have
you met Brother John Wright and J.C. Goddu? Billzilla — Drive the Procelain Bus! Skippy — What's your next sport? Nice
Morticians date — Human Stylus! Woodie — Whatever happened after Edie? Robo — Author of "How to Successfully Rush a
Fraternity"
.
Morgan — We guess you Wen-dy Phantom Phi Award, Hose #1 — It's Quality, Not Quantity!! Lou — do you like E.T.
Mutch?, Came too early and couldn't come back — Skanky, Cansfield — Make up your Mind! Herbie — Eating out is bad for your teeth,
Pearls — the cuttest collegiate co-ed you'll ever cuddle. They call you Hollywood . . . Why don't you move there! Voell — "Yes Dear"
Needle — Save your business cards for next year. Tex — You'll need some real equipment if you want to heat the Kettle. Ded Boner —
public speaker #1. House — 16 will get you 20! Rat— You broke up Justine time! Huston — Catch a wave, tubular, 360 "WOW" — Catch
an Undertow!! Raff — Save the carpet. Jimmers has been a Whelan. Kudzu — Get your hands out of your pants, and thanks for your
sister. Brodie Alias "Cascade Kid" — Here's a free ticket to Wet-n-Wild. Chicano — Stacy Called. Billy Blade — I bet you're loving New
York. Hey Franzen — Phil knows where your car is.
To our pledges — Remember: All For One and One For All.
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1 Lou Gervolino 2 Marc Bertrand 3 Tucher Killam
4 Joe Raymond 5 Stu Parker 6 Scott Wmkleman
7 Zucky 8 penks 9 Bodes 10 John O'connel 11
Tom Glacomin 12 Mark Franzen 13 Gregg Pow-
ers 14 John Wright 15 Jeff Wiley 16 Gary Hayes
17 Raff Vitale 18 Scott Rosner 19 Tom Powell 20
Bill Jerome 21 Eddie Gibson 22 Dave Perlmutter
23 Tom Zapcic 24 Jeff Purvis 25 Tom Davison 26
Clinton' Sayers 27 Chip Pollock 28 Jim Callan 29
Michael Acherman 30 Ted Stoner 31 Bill South-
wick 32 Dave Kingsbury 33 Auger 34 Randy Hus-
ton 35 Brian Morrissey 36 Al Fontova 37 Chris
Goddu 38 Mark Gabriel 39 Richard Sherman 40
Mike Gallagher 41 Bill Peisner 42 Jim Vlassis 43
Sam Hocking 44 George Whitney 45 Mike Diodati
46 Glenn Kurtz 47 John Morgan 48 Tim Watson
49 Robert Watson 50 Chuck Baldwin 51 Bill Bro-
die 52 Rich Ray 53 Brian Waterhouse 54 Ed
Campbell 55 John Maiucci 56 Sergio Vallego 57
Todd Pittenger 58 Chris Thorpe 59 Anthony De-
chellis 60 Greg Voell 61 Bill Wright 62 Tony DeLu-
cia
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The question of 1982-83 is not whether we had a few parties, broke a few rules, and took a few too many
liberties with our female guests . . we did. While Skol inhaled most of his fall term allowance, Matt came out with
a new book, 101 Things to do with High School Girls. Dean, Dean the smoking machine turned the treasury into a
profitable investment. Tommy V. ate a lot of Danaish pastry in bed. It's too bad R.J. wasn't around; too bad Baxter was.
The girls want to know if Pernell is as good in bed as he is on the Monopoly Board. No one knows. The latest addition to the
A.F.F. Society: Rob "party til you drop" Kirby. And who could forget Tragg— we tried. Alday might be getting married, but
we know he only scores on the football field. Brad Partridge, living proof that phi delts make better little sisters than girls do.
Brian thinks he is, but Stephany knows he's not. And how about Dan Richards— when under the influence everyone knows it.
Here's to Bill Gordon: The Sig Ep version of "I'll be the best DATE you'll ever have." And now a few quick awards: Madison— Most
Intellectual Kemper— Most Popular Porter— Most Whipped. Dave Morgan has spent another year searching for the perfect Chi-O, keep
searching Dave. Paul Schmurgal is still trying to deny that he was selling Fall Term ski tickets. Scott, where did you wake up this morning?
Jolly, we hear your jacuzzi seats sixty-nine. Jude Duke rocks all day and rolls at night. Boyd, face it, FSU WILL NEVER WIN. Mitch— is she
in junior high school yet? Phil don't you remember the pig? Derek still can't find any north of the border. A.O.— Sig Ep History. Mike
Train shops at Pappagalo. Skip eats cupcakes. Hagan — Julie wants to know when. Don't worry Bokum, Dad will pay for it.
Special Thanks to: Winter Park Hospital, Pledges, Big Bens, Dean Goddu for cleaning the keg cooler and John Slavens. All our Sig Ep love
to our little sisters.
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1. Charlie Sheehan 2. Scott Hurlbut 3. Tom Vit-
tetow 4. Mitch Fineman 5. Pat McNamara 6.
Andy Owens 7. Dana Petersen 8. Lloyd Berger 9.
Robbin Cook 10. Dean Hardy 11. Freddie Welles
12. Sue Synder 13. Bill Jolicoeur 14. Dan Rich-
ards 15. Robert Champion 16. Arthur Margulies
17. Tom Croft 18. Lori Huber 19. Baxter Bode
20. Bain Ayres 21. Tony Taylor 22. John Hollway
23. Dave Morgan 24. R.J. MacMillan 25. Laura
Bullock 26. Lisa Bocderau 27. Skip Thompson
28. Jim Harvey 29. Derek Sanders 30. Jeff Mack-
over 31. Marc Reicher 32. Michelle Kiebs 33.
Kristi Nowell 34. Matt Rochlin 35. Bob Boyd 36.
Jude Steele 37. Greg Wagner 38. Bart Saunders
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1Dear President Reagan,
Once again I find myself reporting on a fraternity, which like its nation, is in a tumultuous state of ups and downs. I
guess the reason for this could be most simply stated by the fact that our president, Jeffrey Miller Smith, idolizes
you tries to follow in your every footstep. This past semester Jeff has been looking for his own little "Nancy", however,
in failure — he often turns to his HI' ginnie poo, which has prevented him from aging more than he already has. Perhaps you
could send him the name of your hair stylist since Brylcreem does not seem to be doing the trick. Just as you have firm
control of your cabinet, President Smith also keeps his executive council in line. Although this can sometimes be difficult when
you have a vice-president such as Schaff. As Rush Chairman he is assisted by his spitoon and dip. After all didn't George Bush
carries a spitoon at Brezhnev's Funeral? Then again — who needs to be fashionable when you sport a Presidential GPA. I, as
secretary, handle all correspondence with assistance of my own personal sexretary. She efficiently takes diktation through the use of
shorthand — "ooohh baby what she does to me!" While Reaganomics is destroying the economy, our treasurer, Bob, has a tight grip on
our funds. He is very good at juggling figures — especially hefty ones. Our historian, the Stoffer, seems to be making his own history in
Room 20. He still hasn't not put his whip down. The only part he has yet to figure out is how to "get into" the Vatican. Our hypophetes,
Mr. Poverman, is a past movie star. You should know his from his lead role as Jody in "Family Affair." When he is feeling a "high." Our
sargeant-at-arms this year, The Spirited Sultini, is enclosing a picture of himself with girls, girls, girls. He has personally autographed this
picture with his famous motto "me, me me." Last, but not least, of our eight officers is Vave, thepledge trainer. His job has been an easy
one thus far since he has only one lowly pledge during fall semester. We are sure he will be a good influence on the new pledge class.
Despite this good influence we have our share of Senior headaches. Actually this can be taken literally with the "Dog" who is always sick.
But this gives him plenty of time to contemplate about his role models such as Nietzche, Dali, and Lassie. Dali would be proud of his
gallery. Maybe "Dog" would be happier if we packed him up and sent him to the Nursing Home. Also, in a constant state of contemplation
we have Carson, who is still wondering how Margaret knew he was hung like Mr. Ed. And on a more personal note, Mr. Reagan, Carson
would just like to say "Hi." Tim has become quite the video fanatic; his room is wall to wall electronics. But there is more electricity
flowing than that produced by the monitor. Because, when he is not playing with his joystick, his joystick is being played with! You would
be proud to know that a fellow TKE is president of the student government. Like you, T.J. excels in his oratorical skills and his words have a
tremendous impact on his fellow classmates as is evidence by the phenominal phone bills across campus. President Reagan, when was
the last time that you phoned home? As a fellow actor, Charles, would like to share this bit with you . . . "Today is the first day of the rest
of your life". This philosoph guides him in all aspects of his life on the football field and in the bedroom. Senior, Evan Press, is our Little
Sister Liaison. He keeps all our little sisters fulfilled and helps to guide them in satisfying the brothers. Now, a few words about the rest of
the brothers. Pete was kidnapped earlier this year but the kidnappers paid us to take him back. The Boiler would like to challenge you to a
tennis match. Todd would like a position in your cabinet, as long as he can bring Sid to the White House. And for your information . . . Vass
is currently writing a book entitled Public Display of 1001 Sexual Positions. Rich is currently reading two novels, How to Pick up Women
and How to Deal with Rejection. Randall is currently reading the Spanish edition of How to Deal with a Neurotic Roommate. John spends
his time looking and flexing in front of the mirror while Karim spends his time on the basketball court. And you would be proud to know
that we converted a Pinehurstian, but he has Phi Mu tendencies. Once again we have a pledge class that will be sure to uphold the TKE
spirit and brotherhood. However, your aid and support are always most wel-j come!
YTIB,
ODDAR
1. Paul Vonderheide 2. Allen Schaffner 3. Frank
Sillady 4. Dr. Eng-Wilmont 5. Chris Kroha 6. Ed
Clamage 7. Tony Wilner 8. Melanie Tammin 9.
Tim Leonard 10. Tami Wilson 11. Rich Burger
12. Marion Inneco 13. Stacey Blattner 14.
Cheryl Smith 15. Maria LePore 16. Angie Nardi
17. Emily Goss 18. Jeff Smith 19. Mike Baust 20.
Liz Burger 21. Peter Osburn 22. John Talucci
23. Louise Anselmo 24. Britt Elese 25. Mike Root
26. Dabe Ebbles 27. Scott Willmeth 28. Karim
Rhametulla 29. Eddie Sultan 30. Eric Kraut 31.
Charles Powell 32. Randall Sander 33. Bob Gass-
man 34. Alex Murray 35. Tom Freeman 36. Bill
Ray 37. Jennifer Ryan
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Hey ROCKY, are you savin' yourself for Nina? . . . Whoosier Bacon SPARKY . . . Crusher Kangaroo
. . . Mad Dog
Stemmer 20/20 .
. .
The undersea world of Kenny Cousteau . . . Hey KREES, can dobies fly?
. . . Body Slam
Bender: 1982-83 Mr. Congeniality
. . .
Eddie B., nice chin Duddley Dooright! . . . "Ground control to Major ZANG!"
The Bronze God, still shuffeling
. . .





Your a Hell Babe!" Johnson
.
. . SED: Next door
neighbor cycle safety instructor
. . .
Don "Do them in the office" Taylor . . . Hey WOOF, get a real nickname
. . . Hey Dean,
Ease up CUP . . . Danny CASTINKO: put a cork in it! ... Bob "I'll eat what's in my reach" Peniche . . . When E.F. "gimpy"
Holland talks, no one listens
. . .
Eric Shnagel's Fever . . . Scriv keeps the HURTIN' ED skins in the horserace, NAAAAY!
. .
.
Larsen "There's still a fungus among us" . . . Johnny Zero, CRACKIess wonder . . . Hey Adam, Whaddaya doin!! . . . How much is
that MONKEYHEAD in the window . . . Chip Basse in search of the Aussie Refugee . . . Cummings still waiting for a STORMY SABBATH
. The "Rosie's shoes" give the DEEBS bacon blues . . . Keith Snanna HAND . . . SPIDEY spins a "Tempestous" web
.
. . Sticky: "I know
it's a dirty job, but somebody has to do it, besides, Jimmy D and Charles are gone!" CRAIGMA Poltergeist: The man of 1000 ideas . .
BAM BAM destroys the club to find PEBBLES
. . .
Bluto "TALL BOY" McCoy . . . Chuck Besen club lounge rat .
. .
Jerry "You can't write
that down!" Brown .
. .
vagrant
. . . Hey Bird, Aren't you glad we didn't call you "OAK MOP" in the blurb? . . . Grandpa Kaskell and Silent
Schragger lead the Club Motivation Team . .
.
special thanX: Father Joe, Glen "Hell Boy", Chuck, Sue. E. Raxorback, and of course Club Football,
special no thanX: Dave Mosier, the "STONE", and Green TKE cheerleaders, and Tyrone.
P.S. Cocky Sophomores: "We won't get fooled again!"
Hi
1. Danny Castino 2. Mark Adams 3. Dave Lee 4.
Tim McCoy 5. Mark McMangus 6. Robert Caran-
gelo 7. Bill Faunce 8. unidentified 9. Dana
Barnes 10. Keith Shanahan 11. Frank Goldbach
12. Bill Perry 13. John Furash 14. Mike Zangwill
15. Barton Newton 16. Chuck Bessen 17. Brian
Eichhorn 18. John Yaeger 19. Phil Baruch 20.
Eric Naigles 21. Eric Nissen 22. Bill Cirilli 23.
Jim Cummings 24. Bruce Holland 25. Timothy
Sealock 26. Adam Eiser 27. Sam Pulitzer 28.
Craig Poljes 29. Tom Emmanuel 30. Don Taylor
31. Scott Finger 32. Chip Basse 33. Kenny Harri-
gan 34. Bob Paniccia 35. John Burns 36. Jess






(Back Row L-R) B. Fattiga, D. Shaskey, D. Person, S. Hocking, J. Kerner, R. Leftwich, M. Acherman, P. Butler, S. Winkleman, J. Irvin, J. Raymond, P.
Roy, R. Leftwich, B. Geise, F, Miley, C. Urban (trainer), E. Bernsten, T. Cortizas, D. Kloepple. (Front Row L-R) C. Eurton, G. Hayes, D. Ullo, C.











(Back Row) D. Knorowski, L. Wick, C. Nagy, S. Patterson, L. Myrick, L. Mrlik, M. Smith, T. Collins, Coach P. Jarnigan
(Front Row) L. Spalding, P. Beardsley, C. Crawford, K. Klebacha, M. Hancock, K. Rae
u

(From Left) Mick Andrews, Richie Sherman, Dave Feher, Robert Bates, Mark Gabriel, Brian Morrissey, Brian Talgo, Brian Cody, Andy














Back Row: L. Myrlick, P. Mergo, H. Read, M. McDaniel, J. Lawrence, L. Gelzer, T. Collins, Kerrie O'Brian, Coach G. Crosby












(Back Row) C Faulkenburg, C. Wilson, P. Kendrick, L. Johnson, S. Patterson, L. Hostord, P. Deatrick, (3rd Row) L. Olson, C. Gregory, P. Hines, L.
Jacobson, R. Jaar, P. Chase, M. Delaney. (2nd Row) J Hollingsworth, A. Tarr, J. Loud, D. Sawtelle, J. Akers. (1st Row) N. Castelle, T. Bender, (not
pictured) J. Andrews

(Top Row) B. Simmons, A. Kowalski, R. Isner, R. Walsh, B. Meyer, L. Grasso, B. Gordon, D. Dvorak, B. Ragland, J. Toffey, R. Vierra, T. Slowik, D.
Roth, G. Wallens. (2nd Row) J. Murray, G. Ackerd, J. Schragger, G. Sherlock, S. Siegel, E. Boiling, D. McCoy, T. Broitz, D. Bishoff, T. Donahue. (1st







(Back Row) T. Fitton, K. Parker, C. Logan, K. Rae, L. Myrick, S. Bremer
(Front Row) M. Cannon, D. Carlson, Claudia, E. Dalborura, T. Darr, M. Hancock

WOMENS SOCCER
(back Row) A. Standish, S Johnston, J. Mullet
(3rd Row) Coach L. Hauser, Coach J. McConnel, V. McFadden, T. Mutch, F. Norwood, C. Darrach
(2nd Row) S. Bridges, L. Cravens, C. Bernegge, L. Cain, B. D'Albora, R. Naylor












Leading Player CHRISTOPHER GASTI*t
Pippin JASON OPSAHL*t
Charles GRANT-GORDON THORNLEY*t
Lewis DANIEL SETH WAGNER
Fastrada CAROLYN J. MAPES

























Directed by ROBERT O JUERGENS
Set and Cosiume Design by DALE F AMLUND
Technical Direction and Lighting Design by TONY MENDEZ
Ethnic Direction by KENNETH FELDMAN
Projections by CARO WALKER* t
Choreography by PAULA GALE
CAST
(in ord r of appearance)
First Ballon JOHN C TARNOW t
Second BatJon LARRY COTANCHE
Third Batlon JAY WERBA
A Messenger EVAN R PRESS
Meyer GRANT GORDON THORNLEVt







FJderty Woman LORJ ROBINSON
Little Girl MARSHA ELIZABETH BALLARD






First Maid SANDY FRANCK"
Second Maid ANN BARZDA
A Lame Woman JULIE OLING
A Hunchback JAY WERBA
A Woman KAR1N MANDEI1
An Old Woman KARIN W DAVENPORT"
A Half
-blind Woman JACKJE PEREZ
A Man on Crutches MICHAEL P DZWONKOWSKJ*
A Poor Girl MARSHA ELIZABETH BALLARD
A Poor Boy QUIN SULLIVAN




A Tail Pale Woman ANN BARZDA







(In order of appearance)
THE FLYING DOCTOR




Oorgibus Evan R Press
Gros-Rene Ronald Schott
Lucile Linda K Hawkins"
Lawyer Tom Steams*
Place A Street in a small French town
THE FORCED MARRIAGE























THE DOCTOR IN SPITE OF HIMSELF
Translated by Robert O Juergens





















Scene 1: A cleapng in a Wood
Scene 2 Before Geronte s house
There will be two 7 minute intermissions
"Rollins Player tTheta Alpha Phi
156
157
THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES
by John Guare
Lyncs and Music by John Guarc
Directed by Tony Mendez
Set and Costume Design by Mary E. Murdock
Lighting Design by Nolan Murdock
Technical Director RocWe S. Brock
CAST
(in order of appearance)
Artie Shaughnessy GRANT-GORDON THORNLEVt
Ronnie Shaughnessy J. ANDREW RICHARDS
Bunny Flingus SUSAN D1GGANS
Bananas Shaughnessy MORGAN LEIGH SMITH*
Cornnna Strotter LINDA K. HAWKINS*
Head Nun KARIN DAVENPORT*
Second Nun CID STOLL*
Third Nun ANITA ADSIT*
MP DANIEL S. WAGNER
Attendant JOHN NARETTA*
Billy Einhorn TOM STEARNS





"This has been a particularly important year for
Rollins College. We welcomed the freshman who
will be seniors when we celebrate our Centennial
in 1985, and we announced the Olin Library,
which will be completed the year before. The
changing face of the campus and the quickening
approach of the Centennial signal continual pro-
gress for Rollins. These are exciting years.
Yearbooks come out in the spring, and they are
bittersweet. The chronicle of organizations,
teams, production, and the accomplishments of
individuals is an exciting review of the year. On
the other hand, it is a time for leave-taking, and
all of us who stay behind will be sorry to send off
the class of 1983. You have enriched this com-
munity with your talents and your friendship, and
I wish you success and happiness in the years to





Acting Dean Of The College
"My two years as Dean of the College have been hum-
bling and exciting. There is so much about Rollins that one
learns in little bits and pieces. There are so many persons
who commit an enormous amount of energy to the resi-
dential life of students: the academic, the social, the re-
creational. And it all goes on at once, everywhere with
everyone involved.
One does not often have the opportunity to learn so
much so quickly, see young persons mature, to see new
ideas take form, to see old patterns take on new meaning,
to see how people can work together to solve problems, to
see old conflicts confronted and negotiated with honesty
and humor. The class of '83 has provided much of this
learning for which I thank them and wish them Godspeed."
Daniel R. Denicola
The antitheses of a liberally-educated person is a person
who does what he does, believes as he does, because he
knows no other way. The liberal arts curriculum introduces
that person to alternative possibilities for thought and ac-
tion (alternative modes of being, if you prefer the existen-
tialist phrasing). Without such alternatives, his life pros-
pects have little scope; with them, he is liberated, free to
choose among the possibilities and thereby define himself
and his way of live."
A. Arnold Wettstein
Dean of the Chapel
The Tao Te Ching tells us in truth: "When people lack a







Career Planning and Placement Center, Director (center) Wanda Russell and Assistant (right) M. McDonald

Rolhn's first Library in Knowles I, The Carnegie Library opened in 1990 Mills Memorial Library, Arc hitec t s rendering ot the Olin Library which wil
be built on the site of Knowles Hall It is scheduled to open September 1. 1984
1

















History G. Williams, C. Edmonson, J. Lane, B. Levis























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Willis V. du Pont
1963-1983
"If each of us can keep in our hearts those things
that made Willis so special, we will be able to recog-
nize that forgiveness and love are weapons God has




























1031 13th Ave. N.
Hickory, N.C. 12127
Ackerman, Michael B.
796 Mt. Auburn St.
Watertown, Ma 12127
Adams, Mark W.
11 Spring Dell Rd.
Lancaster, Pa. 17601
Adrian, Mary C.
341 E. Webster Ave.
Winter Park, Fl 32789
Adsit, Anita
304 Elkhorn Ct.





471 Park Forest Way







Al Salah, Hashem S.






















Ellwood City, Pa 16117
Allen, Robert
Estrada Do Joa 298/ #
Sao Conrado, Rio de Janeiro
Allen, Shirley E.













Punta Gorda Isles, Fl 33950
Anderson, Kristlne L.
162 Ferris Hill Rd.
New Cannaan, Ct 16840
Andre, Fernando C.
Av. Rafael Melgar Su
Conzumel, G. Roo, Mexico
Andrew, Erin P.
7320 W. 75th St.
Overland Park, Kansas, 66204
Andrews, Abigail E.
433 Devon Rd.









N. Bellmore, NY 11710
Anton, Michael R.
600 Biltmore Way





















Plant City, Fl 33566
Ashcraft, Duane S.




Blue Bell, Pa 19422
Auer, David E.
667 Langton Dr.
St. Louis, Mo 63105
Aufderhar, Joan L.
Eckerd College Box 50
St. Pete, Fl 33733
Aufhammer, Nancy A.
457 ' 2 E. New England Ave.















Coral Gables, Fl 33146
Axt, Kyle V.
41 Buena Vista Ave.
Rumson, NJ 07760
Ayres, Jr., Robert B.
97 Driftwood Ave.
Ormond Beach, Fl 32704
Babos, Suzanne M.
6000 NE 19th Ave.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33308
Baginski, Paul A.
879 McColland Dr.












Winter Park, Fl 32792
Baker, Robert J.


















4938 Sugar Pine Dr.
Boca Raton, Fl 33431
Balsam, Richard T.
19667 Oakbrook Cr.











411 Kings Way E.


















Vero Beach, Fl 32960
Barzda, Ann P.









Rt. 1, Box 277
Wolffork Rd.
Rabun Gap, Ga 30568
Bates, Robert G.
1260 Southwest 14th




















Michigan City, In 46360
Bednarzik, Dagmar B.










King of Prussia, Pa 19406
Bell, Steven M.
500 Osceola Ave.
Winter Park, Fl 32789
Bell, Susan L.
500 Osceola Ave.
Winter Park, Fl 32789
Bender, M.C.




Altamonte Springs, Fl 32701
Bennet, Marjorie A.































3630 Highway 27th N.



























Old Brook vi lie, NY 11545
Bobinsky, Mark L.
2150 S. River Rd.




Bokum III, Richard D.
2 Indian Creek Is.























































Winter Springs, Fl 32708
Bradshaw, John T.
4260 SE 20th Apt. 1-702
Cape Coral, Fl 33904
Brady, Stephen R.
101 Garfield Rd.























8194 NW 6th St.























8545 SW 68th St.
Miami, Fl 33143
Buchanan, Natalie E.




Palm Beach, Fl 33480
Buckner, II George D.
170 Chelean Ave.
Palm Beach, Fl 33480























Longboat Key, Fl 33548
Burns, John G.









24 Slade Road, Four
Sutton Coldfield, W. England
Butz, Audrey D.
30 Old Wheatley Rd.
Brooksville, NY 11545
Caccamo, Kent H.
930 S. Dakota Ave.
Tampa, Fl 33606
Caesar, Brian W.
a4250 SW 62nd St.
Miami, Fl 33183
Cain, Leslie A.




Altamonte Springs, FL 32701
Calvert, Margaret M.
7 Gallery Ct.
San Antonio, Tx 78209
Cambria, Wendy G.
12 Clydesdale Rd.
Scotch Plains, NJ 07076
Campbell, Lance S.




























Winter Park, Fl 32792
Carter, George R.
10798 Lindbrook Dr.














9114 W 92nd St.





2256 Curtis Dr. S.
Clearwater, Fl 33516
Champion, Robert C.
1033 Ponte Vedra Blvd.
Ponte Vedra Bch., Fl 32802
Chandler, Eloise E.
2795 NW 29th Ave.
Boca Raton, Fl 33432
Chapman, Stephanie S.
1391 S. Broadway








RFD #1, Box 143
Laconia, NH 03246
Chevrel, Francis E.







St. Louis, Mo 63124
Chinman, Lynda L.
4 Lyon Crescent
Mt. Sinai, NY 11766
Chrissis, Diana I.
RR 1 164 Turnberry Cir.

























St. Louis, Mo 63127
Clark, Michele D.









7885 Spring Mill Rd.
Indianapolis, In 46260
Coates, Robbin L.
370 N. Main St.
Suffield, Ct 06078
































810 W. Canton Ave.








138 Spring Ridge Rd.





577 Cheese Spring Rd.






King of Prussia, Pa 19406
Coomes, Elizabeth K.
3516 Pipes O' the Glen Way
Orlando, Fl 32808
Coomes, Patricia M.
3516 Pipes O' the Glen Way
Orlando, Fl 32808
Coon, Stephen S.


















































Altamonte Springs, Fl 32701
Crichton, Carolyn S.
2761 Will O The Green


















Fern Park, Fl 32730
Crout, Stephen A.
Old Arroyo Chamisa B
Santa Fe, NM 87501
Culbreath, Lisa M.












2818 Quail Hollow Rd.
Clearwater, Fl 33519
Curd, Ann M.

























2425 NW 115 Dr.
Coral Springs, Fl 33065
Darrach, Cynthia J.
10142 Craig
Overland Park, Ks 66212
Darvin, Howard J.
1391 Ayerswood Ct.











6675 NW 39th St.












Locust Valley, NY 11560
Day, Jo A.
279 Central Ave. W.
Winter Haven, Fl 33880
De Baise II, Joseph N.
305 Cadillac Blvd.
Kissimmee, Fl 32741
De Chellis, Anthony J.
1976 Windward Way
Vero Beach, Fl 32960
DeLucia Jr., Anthony 2 S 10th Ct.
Deerfield Bch.
Fl 33441
De Muth, Sandra P.
1942 Conifer Ct.







De Jong, Cecilia C.
369 Maple St.
St. Paul, Mn 55106
Delaney, Mary G.
726 Maple Av.
Du Bois, Pa 15801
Demariox, Todd V.
5007 E. Preston St.
Bolt, Md 21205
Deming, Justine B.









940 C Lake Destiny Rd.
Altamonte Springs, Fl 32701

















Rosyln Estates, NY 11576
Diciurcio, William T.
Union Mill Rd.







Delray Bch., Fl 33444
Dingess, Pamel 439 Berwick Dr.
Winter Park, Fl 32792
Diodati, Andy
182 Bridg s Rd.
Williamstown, Ma 01267
Distad, Becky L.






5652 Old Carriage Ln. W.
Bloomfield, Mi 48033
Doll, Kathryn J.






































Du Pont, Willis V.
1860 S. Ocean Blvd
Palm Bch.. Fl 33715
Duggar, Pam
5542 Escondido Blvd.

































Rt. 2, Box 121
Alachua, Fl 32615
Edwards, Mark A.







New Canaan, Ct 06840
Eklund, Tracy L.







Winter Park, Fl 32792
Emmanuel, Thomas G.
8 Stockade Rd.
W. Simsbury, Ct 06092
Ericksen, Lise K.








































Anna Maria, Fl 33501
Fallon, Sylvia S.









208 NW Av. H.
Belle Glade, Fl 33430
Farrell, Kathleen A.
1230 Marlin Ct.
Marco Island, Fl 33937





Westhampton Bch., NY 11978
Feher, David L.
151 Kingwood Dr.






Oak Brook, II 60521
Fenwick, Alison A.
















Cold Spring Harbor, NY 11742
Fineman, Mitchell I.
241 Ranger Blvd.
Winter Park, Fl 32702
Fischl, Mark A.
10 Creek Rd.








27 Fox Hollow Ln.
Old Westbury, NY 11568
Flader, Jr., Jack W.
2691 NW 119 Terr.








435 Squire Hill Rd.
Cheshire, Ct 06410
Flemma, Saverio M.
8315 N. River Rd.
Milwakee, Wi 53217
Flittner, John O.
5100 N. Ocean Blvd.












N. Dartmouth, Ma 02747
Fontova, Alverto J.



















































78 Chase Rd., Box 42












Winter Park, Fl 32789
Gallo Jr., William K.
1837 Grinned Terrace





3050 NW 17th St.
Miami, Fl 33125
Garvanian, Michal A.































10441 Down Patrick Ln.
Great Falls, Va 22066
Gimer, Melissa A.




Ormond Bch., Fl 32074
Gleekler, Robert Y.
Bouton Rd.
































3 Meadow Lane, Lakewood
Bessemer, Al 35020
Gordon, Donald G.




New Orleans, La 70124







7015 Summer Ridge PI.
Orlando, Fl 32811
Gorman, Andrienne L.
4826 N 17 Terr.

















32 W. Point Dr.















46 Ethan Allen Dr.
Acton, Ma 01720
Gray, Bradley S.
501 Burnt Mill Rd.
Wilmington, DE 19807
Green, Dana J.
5811 NE 20 Terr.











2040 NE 194 D





















453 Glen Oak Rd.
Venice, Fl 33595
Hagerty, Deborah A.
P.O. Box N. 81-85
Nassau, Bahamas
Haggood, Elisabeth J.
1831 S. Summerlin Av.
Orlando, Fl 32806
Hagood, Susan K.







Boca Raton, Fl 33434
Hale, Louise S.
2761 NW 106th Dr.




















6189 D. Laurel Ln.
Tamaac, Fl 33319
Hanley, Carroll S.
16 Cherry Valley Rd.
Greenwich, Ct 06830
Hanlon III, James W.
676 Mountain Rd.
Smoke Rise, NJ 07405
Hannah, David C.
9405 Lagovista Ct.
Great Falls, VA 22066
Hanson, Karen J.
1786 Selva Marina Dr.






































Winter Park, Fl 32789
Hartzell, Mary L.
220 Beech Hill Rd.
Wynnewood, Pa 19096
Harvey, II, James W.
3179 Touraine Ave.
Orlando, Fl 32806




















117 Rock Lk. Dr.
Longwood, Fl 32750
Hayes, Gary M.









Altamonte Springs, Fl 32701
Heffernan, Shauna M.
139 E. 54th St.
NYC, NY 10022
Heise, Susan A.



















Port Au Prince, Haiti
Herdegcn, Lori J.
12810 So. Irving Av.
Blue Island, II 60464
Herriott, Amy S.
48 Donnybrook Rd.
P.O. Box 1035 H
Scarsdale, NY 10583





Winter Park, Fl 32789
Hewitt, Debra A.
1664 Barcelona Way
Winter Park, Fl 32789
Heyde, Diane C.




























3804 St. Johns Av.
Jax, Fl 32205
Hinton, R. Gordon
2727 Mt. Carmel Rd.
Parkton, Md 21120
Hirsch, Elisabeth S.













Winter Park, Fl 32792
Hoffman, Kristin A.
73 Hampton Rd.
Grosse Pt. Shores, Mi 48326
Hogan, Caroline L.
758 Oakmere PI.












Vero Bch., Fl 32960
Hollinger, Tracy L.
4410 N. AIA
Vero Bch., Fl 32960
Hollingsworth, Jill D.
608 Valle Vista Dr.
Brandon, Fl 33511
Holloway IV, John L.






65 Seton Tr. Apt 18





1017 Wild Roost Rd.
Gulf Breeze, Fl 32561
Hosford, Elizabeth M.
1495 Central Av.
Merritt Is., Fl 32952
Houston, Barrie L.
777 Bayshore Dr.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33304
Hubbard, Michael
1211 Wedgewood Dr.








10808 Morning Mist Tr.
Ft. Wayne, In 46804
Hunter, Darryl A.
1318 NW 2nd Av.












Box 747 HQ. USEUCOM







Old Westbury, NY 11568
Innecco, Jr., Mario T.









109 Green Leaf Ln.
Altamonte Springs, Fl 32701
Iverson, Kelly J.
441 N. 3rd Av.








Vero Bch., Fl 32903
Jackson, Margaret V.












940 Greacen Point Rd.
Mamaroneck, NY 10543
Jaffray, Gregory D.

















Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33308
Johnson, Elizabeth R.
385 Flynn Creek Dr.
Barrington Lk., II 60010
Johnson, Jess
43-29 39th PI.





236 Brookmead Rd. •
Wayne, Pa 19087
Johnson, Wayne R.
















Indian Harbour Bch., Fl 32937
Jones, Robin S.
315 Island Creek Dr.
Vero Bch., Fl 32960
Joseph, Lester J.
188 Western Main Rd.
Pt. Cumana Carenag, Trinidad W.I.
Jucker, Kenneth J.
1810 Stonehurst Rd.













St. Paul, Mn 55116
Karpiscak, Jeremy G.
4 Riverview Terr.





900 Bay Dr. #226









Satellite Bch., Fl 32937
Kelley, Anne
44 Trundy Rd.
Cape Elizabeth, Me. 04107
281
Kemper, Donald




Satelitte Bch., Fl 32937
Kendrick, Pam F.
1100 S. Lk. Sybelia
Maitland, Fl 32751
Kenney, Randall C.
39 Old Fish House Rd.









St. Louis, Mo 63109
Kettler, Sarajane
264 Glen Rd.





































Vero Beach, Fl 32960
Kirk, Carson W.
2420 NE 36th St.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33306
Kirk, Elizabeth S.
10 Ipswich Ave.









St. Louis, Mo 63116
Knight, Ann K.
5020 Brittany Dr.
St. Petersburg, Fl 33715
Knorowski, Debra M.
1485 79th Ave.























507 NW 39th Rd.
Gainesville, Fl 32607
Kozak, Troy S.
Fox Run at Redcoat











123 Devil's Elbow Lane
Moss Creek Plantation
Hilton Head, SC 29928
Kroha, Christopher N.
183 Bowne Road















Colts Neck, NJ 07722
La Fontaine, Mark L.




































341 Bent Creek Lane
Ormond Beach, Fl 32074
Leatherbury, Alicia A.
5800 Fairfax Rd. N.
Mobile, Al 36608
Ledbetter, John P.
25 Hubbard Park Dr.
Montepelier, Vt 05602
Lee, David P.
4247 S. Landar Dr.









W. Hartford, Ct 06107
Leifer, Adam G.






111 E. 75th St.
NYC, NY 10021
Lepore, Maria L.
6415 Midnight Pass Rd.
Sarasota, Fl 33581
Levesque, Carol A.
176 S. Riverview Dr.
Palm Bay, Fl 32905
Levin, Noel R.
19710 NE 13th Ct.






Staten Is., NY 10309
Lief, Frederick V.
101 S. Buck Ln.
Haverford, Pa 19041
Lifsec, Brian S.






Rt. 2 Lagoda Rd.
Crawfordsville, In 47933
Linn III, Theodore F.
Church Gate Farm
RFD 1, Rumney, NH 03266
Lioi, Jerilynn A.
1161 N. Ocean Way
Palm Beach, Fl 33480
Lipten, Karen J.
140 Rockwood Way
Winter Park, Fl 32789
Litchfield, Elizabeth A.
1111 W 13th St.
Jasper, In 47546
Lloyd, Thomas B.
4 A Chelsea Ct.
63 Mt. Kellette Rd.
Hong Kong, NJ 08520
Lockett, Jeffrey A.
Rt. 1 Buttermilk Rd.






Mt. Dora, Fl 32757
Logan, Kimberly A.
1031 Montgomery Rd.
Altamonte Springs, Fl 32701
Long, Cheryl L.
Windward Passage
N. Chatham, Ma 02653
Longnecker, Michael E.
316 Lovers Lane









2400 S. Ocean Dr.





250 Loch Lomond Dr.








1748 SE 9th St.












Glen Head, NY 11545
Macmillan, Ronald J.
305 Live Oak Rd.
Vero Beach, Fl 32960
MacTaggart, Tara
P.O. Box N 1593
Nassau, Bahamas
Maddocks, Barbara A.
4961 59th Avenue S.
St. Petersburg, Fl 33715
Madison, James B.
1243 Alberta Dr.
Winter Park, Fl 32789
Magalio, Albert
156 Mt. Olive Rd.
Flanders, NJ 07836
Mahfood, Margaret M.
2801 NE 36 St.





14 N. Sewell's Pt.
Sewell's Point





28 W. Balfour Rd.
Pal Bch. Gardens, Fl 33410
Mann, Rachel V.
11113 Post House Ct.
Potomac, Md 20854
Mansolillo, Gail A.
1704 Country Club Dr.
Titusville, Fl 32780
Mapel, Jeanne
725 Live Oak Lane






Boca Raton, Fl 33432
Marchock, Judith A.
547 Warrenton Ave.
Winter Psrk, Fl 32792
Marcotulli, Maria L.
Cumbres de Curumo







So. Hadley, Ma 01075
Marko, Kristen A.
2725 NE 26th Terr.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33306
Marshall, Kenneth E.
RR #1 Cedar Valley












178 17th St. NE
Atlanta, Ga 30309
Maus, Joseph M.
408 Southeast 17 Ave.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33301
Max, Bradley A.
Box 137 Nidzyn Ave.
Remsenburg, NY 11960
Max, Frieda L.
116 Silver Spring Rd.







Mc Carthy Josephine M.
Effin Kilmallock




















155 Great Pond Rd.
N. Andover, Ma 01845
McCrum, Kevin P.
289 Elm Rd.











99 SE 3 St.




















2114 Club Lake Court











420 Indian Harbor Rd.












Winter Park, Fl 32789
McNamara, Msry L.
1316 Pelhamdale Ave.
Pelham Manor, NY 10803
McNamara, Patrick D.
6 Old Coach Rd.
Sudbury, Ma 01776
McNatt, III, Henry H.



















Cocoa Beach, Fl 32931
Menyhart, Michael A.
1790 Bayshore Dr.







































Winter Park, Fl 32789
Molchan, Janet E.
4404 NE 23 Ave.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33308
I
Montalvo, Rafael A.




San Antonio, Tx 78209
Moody, Melanie R.
8 Wooden Shoe Lane
Longwood, Fl 32750
Moore, Janice M.











Harrington Park, NJ 07640
Morgan, John R.




Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
Morgan, Michael
P.O. Box 3912
Lake Wales, Fl 33853
Morgante, JR. Edward P.
3441 Seagrape Dr.





5135 Lake Howell Rd.














3190 N. Atlantic #313
Cocoa Beach, Fl 32931
Mullally, Mary T.
2921 Bower Rd.
Winter Park, Fl 32792
Mullan, Mary Ann






1805 Cutlass Cove Dr.
Vero Beach, Fl 32960
Mullett, Jina L.













Vero Beach, Fl 32960
Murrah, Natalie I.
2682 Knox Mcrae Dr.
Titusville, Fl 32780
Murray, Alec C.














Winter Park, Fl 32789
Nagy, Coleen E.
2148 Bell Cheer Dr.
Clearwater, Fl 33516
Naigles, Eric A.







Western Springs, II 60558
Naretta, John E.









1106 Pelican Dr. S.

























Winter Park, Fl 32792
Nicholson, Katryna H.
455 Bedford Center








855 Turtle Beach Rd.
Lost Tree Village











139 Sunrise Ave. #10
Palm Beach, Fl 33480
Novak-Branch, Frances L.
892 Little Bend Rd.
Altamonte Springs, Fl 32701
Nowell, Kristen



















N. Palm Beach, Fi 33408
O'Toole Jr., Lawrence P.
438 Rogers LAv.















3325 Lake Anderson Ave.
Orlando, Fl 32806
Olivo, Maria M.
2149 NW 85th Way





















W. Palm Beach, Fl 33405
Overby, Daniel L.



























Hisnons Island Box 1615
Bermuda
Palmer, Jennifer L.












175 17 Ave. N.
St. Pete, Fl 33704
Parker, Stuart S.
1122 Washington Ave.
Winter Park, Fl 32789
Parker, Terri
3080 NE 48th St.
Ft. Lauderdale, Ft 33308
Partin, John H.
Rt. 2, Box 2478





















Newton Square, Pa 19073
Paul, Geoffrey S.
109 SW. Lakeview Dr.
Sebring, Fl 33870
Payn, Alexis G.
Royal Bank of Canada
GPO Box 4987
San Juan, PR 00936
Payne, Todd E.
40 High Ridge Rd.


















Miami Shores, Fl 33138
Perez, Jacqueline
3160 NW 63
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33309
Perkins, Thomas I.
117 Townsend Ave.









Winter Park, Fl 32792













307 Santa Rosa Ln.


















Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
Plowden, Karen A.










Winter Park, Fl 32792
Popp, Catherine L.
2939 La Balme Tr.
Ft. Wayne, In 46804
Porter, James T.




Winter Park, Fl 32790
Poulin, Peggy N.










Winter Park, Fl 32789
Powell, Thomas R.
32 Gordon Road





3100 NE 48 St.



















New Orleans, La 70118
Purcell, Cynthia H.
216 Garden Rd.






















153 N. Lake Shore Dr.
Brookfield, Ct 06804
Rae, Kori
2 Sand Dune Dr.
N. Smyrna Bch., Fl 32069
Raffo, Susan, E.
620 S. Forklanding Rd.
Maple Shade NJ 08052
Rafman, Neil M.
162-80 85th Street





Day's Inn of Clermont
Rt. 2 P.O. Box 1
Clermont, Fl 32711
Ramsey IV, Wellington J.




Newport Richey, Fl 33552
Rauld, William G.
Box 1533
APO Miami, Fl 34002
Ray Jr., Richard M.
21 Banbury
W. Simsbury, Ct 06092
Raymone Jr., Joseph J.
20 Salem Dr.
Colts Neck, NJ 07722
Raynolds, Helen W.
25 Second St. # C-3
Stamford, Ct 06905
Read, Hope A.















3317 SE 22nd PI.
































































Winter Park, Fl 32789
Robinson, Lori L.
802 Viscaya Ln.






























Rocky Mount, NC 27801
Root, Michael O.
6 Mead St.





Cond. Torre de la Re
Apt 16E
























Delray Beach, Fl 33445
Roy, John Parker
70 Audubon Blvd.






425 N. Lake Blvd.
Lindenwood, NJ 08021
Russell, Ellen L.
1 Los Olas Cr.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33316
Russell, Karen B.







E. Peoria, II 61611
285
Sagastizabal, C.A.
325 Spring Lake Hills
Maitland, Fl 32751
Salmon, Margaret P.









850 Tall Oaks Rd.
Radnor, Pa 19087
Sanchez, Ramon













Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
Saunders, Bart R.
10 N. Vista Ext.
Bradford, Pa 16701
Saviano, Steven J.
2420 NE 32nd Ct









Winter Park, Fl 32789
Sayers, Clinton T.







Ellicott City, Md 21043
Scherer, Kerry K.
3300 Delahaut St.
Green Bay, Wi 54301
Schereschewsky, Laura B.
Box 145 Washington, Ct 06793
Schilbrack, Kevin E.









135 Factory Pond Rd.





























530 Turtle Hatch Rd.
Naples, Fl 33940
Seay, Dorothy D.
308 St. Andrews Cst.
La Grange, Ga 30241
Sedlak, Timothy M.
495 S. Beach Rd.




Seeman, Jr., David B.
105 Goose Hill Rd.
Cold Spring Harbor, NY 11724
Seigel, Dale M.
P.O. Box 1356





302 Robin Hill Dr.






Glen Ellyn, II 60137
Sequeira, Vivienne P.
B. P 3371, Gombe
Kinshasa, Rep Of Zaire







4862 C. Alder Dr.
W. Palm Bch., Fl 33409
Shankweiler, C.W.
4300 N. Ocean Blvd.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33308
Shannon, Sarah P.
95 Salem Rd.











1405 Ridge Crest Dr.
Austin, Tx 79746
Sheehan, Ida













100 Robinson Ave. #A3



















Shorin III, Scott A.
384 E. Shore Rd.






Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33301
Silady, Frank R.
47 Fairview Ave.
























Fern Park, Fl 32730
Simmons, Robin L.
2609 E. Newark Way
Orlando, Fl 32803














Ft Myers, Fl 33901
Slavens, John W.
414 Park North Ct.
Winter Park, Fl 32789
Slowik III, Thaddeus M.
7901 N. Kildare Ave.
Skokie, II 60076
Smart, Lisa B.
510 E. Hackberry Dr.
Arlington, II 60004
Smith, Antoinette J.






3094 E. Livingston #55
Columbus, Oh 43227
Smith, Katherine J.
711 Hummingbird Way #108











800 NW Victory Lane
Stuart, Fl 33494
Smith III, Samuel H.
30110 Applewood Dr.































Shelter Island, NY 11964
Spalding, SLisa J.
681 Dunraven Dr.















8372 Iris Avenue N.
Seminole, Fl 33543
Staiger, Sarah J.
9220 SW 76th Terr.
Miami, Fl 33173
Stake, Elizabeth M.
1602 The Oaks Dr.
Maitland, Fl 32751
Stalder, Laurel J




































401 NW 17 Place









Des Moines, la 50315
Storer, Douglas R.












1595 NE 175 St.
N. Miami Beach, Fl 33162
Strickland, Susan A.
1240 Blue Rd.
Coral Gables, Fl 33146
Stuhldreher II, Walter J.
1375 Taurus Ct.








102 Old Carriage Rd.
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
Sullivan, Kathleen
1220 Cocoanut Rd.
Boca Raton, Fl 33432
Sultan, Eddie












P.O. Box 465 APO
NY, NY 09019
Taber, Susan E.















806 Jamestown Dr. #E
Winter Park, Fl 32792
Tanous, Christopher J.
136 E. 64th St.
NY, NY 10021
Tarnow, John C.
221 Holt Ave. #4


























133 N. Shore Dr.
Nebo, NC 28761
Thornley, Grant G.
720 Bel Air Ct.
Naples, Fl 33940
Thorpe, Christopher J.
1300 Hidden Harbor W.
Sarasta, Fl 33581
Thrush III, William T.
60 E. End Ave.
NYG, NY 10028a
Thurman, Pamela S.




Coral Springs, Fl 33065
Tolley, Bradford L.
3300 S. Ocean Blvd.








2232 King Alpine's Cir.
Winter Park, Fl 32792
Turberg, James K.




W. Nyack, NY 10994
Twyman, Julie A.




Christiansted, St. Croix 00820
Ullo, Dennis M.
4112 Brevity Dr.





333 E. 57th St.
NY, NY 10022







1121 27th Ave. N.
St Cloud, Mn 46301
Valpey, Edward G.
Box 249
Center Harbor, NH 03226
Van Bergen, Carolyn J.
1105 W. Vine St.
Springfield, IL 62704
Van Breemen, Louis D.
Apartado 12
La Romana, Dominican Rep.
Van Der Lee, JR., H.C.

































25 Pilot Rock Lane
Riverside, Ct 06878
Vogel, Lenore A.
18 Bay Walk, Box 405
West Gilgo, NY 11702
Vonder Heide, Paul F.
2621 W. 103rd Place
Chicago, II 60655
Vu, Han M.
5620 Hollow Oak Rd.
Orlando, Fl 32808
Vu, Hoa M.




































847 E. 5th St.
S. Boston, Ma 02127
Waltke, Taryn C.
53 Daryl Lane





127 N. Williamson Rd.
Bolossburg, Pa 16912
Wargo, John M.
900 Spanish River, Blvd.
Boca Raton, Fl 33431
Warmack, Lynn D.
6 Pinehurst Dr.










Winter Park, Fl 32789
Wasowicz. Laura A.
417 Flagler Rd.

















2500 Sea Island Dr.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33301
Wawrzaszek, Leanne M.
80 Moree Loop #5






325 NE 96th St.


































Winter Park, Fl 32789
Whalen, Emily









2100 Howell Branch Rd.
Maitland, Fl 32751
Wick, Lynne A.
240 S. Short St.
Lake Mary, FL 32751
Wickley, Mary Beth
44 Half Mile Rd.
Red Bank, NJ 07701
Wiesenhahn, David R.













Winter Park, Fl 32792
Willcox, Karen K.
728 London Rd.





270 St. David Dr.
Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054
Williams, Scott E.
360 Briarly Dr.
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
Williams, Susan M.
1800 Via Palermo
Winter Psark, Fl 32789
Williams, III, Oscar D.
1921 N. Prarie Rd.
Dallas, Tx 75204































43 W. Lake St.
Skaneateles, NY 13152
Wirth, III. Edward D.
1114 Cheetah Tr.


















Ft. Myers, Fl 33907
Wood, Martha A.
32 Quail Hill Dr.
Greenville, SC 29607
Wood, Robert R.








































38 Park St. S.





























2570 Del Lago Dr.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33316
Zuber, Tiffany A.
6828 Tiburon Cir.
Boca Raton, FL 33433
Zuckerman, Gregg I.
102 Gate Ridge Rd.
Easton, Ct 06425
Zulli, Deneen M.
18507 Putters PI.
Lutz, Fl 33549
Matthews, Deborah P.
Am. Emb. Santiago
APO Miami



rmt
